Predictors of colorectal cancer screening awareness among people working in a hospital environment
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Abstract

Background Compliance rates for colorectal cancer (CRC) screening are much lower than those desired. Appropriate information on CRC risks and screening methods is supposed to stimulate motivation for screening. We aimed to identify parameters associated with the decision for CRC screening and colonoscopy in a population expected to have high awareness of disease prevention.

Methods In a single-center, cross-sectional study, we used an anonymous questionnaire (AQ) to record the demographics, habits and screening behavior for cancers and other common diseases of all employees older than 50 years in our hospital.

Results Among 287 active employees, 83% (n=237) answered the AQ (age 55±4 years). Thirty percent (n=70) underwent colonoscopy while 17% (n=40) underwent CRC screening (39/40 colonoscopy). Comparatively, among women 97% had a Pap-smear, 92% a mammography, while among men 83% had been tested for serum prostate-specific antigen. Age, male sex, alcohol consumption and university education correlated positively with CRC screening (P<0.05 for all). After multivariate analysis, university education remained an independent determinant of CRC screening (OR 2.488, 95%CI 1.096-5.648; P=0.029). Among subjects who had not undergone colonoscopy in the past, ignorance of the need for CRC screening (OR 0.360, 95%CI 0.150-0.867; P=0.023) and indifference to undergo such a procedure (OR 0.188, 95%CI 0.066-0.537; P=0.002) were independent determinants for not planning a future screening colonoscopy.

Conclusions Education was the most important factor in the decision to undergo CRC screening. Colonoscopy was the preferred screening method. Ignorance of and indifference to CRC risks were the major obstacles for a future screening colonoscopy.
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is an important health problem worldwide. According to an estimate of cancer incidence and mortality in Europe 436,000 new cases and 212,000 deaths were attributed to CRC [1]. In the United States, CRC is the second leading cause of cancer death and accounts for approximately 9% of cancer deaths overall [2]. Screening aims to diagnose premalignant conditions (adenomas) or early stages of disease and it appears to have had a considerable impact on reducing CRC incidence and mortality [3]. MISCAN-colon, a microsimulation model, suggests that screening may account for 53% of the observed reduction in CRC mortality [4]. The frequency of CRC screening is increasing, but remains below the desirable rates in most countries [5-7].

Most scientific societies recommend the age of 50 to begin CRC screening in an asymptomatic population, but there is uncertainty concerning the most cost-effective strategy [8-10]. Colonoscopy is a key tool in all CRC screening programs, either as the initial method or as a method to complement another positive screening test. The American College of Gastroenterologists recommends that quality colonoscopy should be offered first to average-risk population aged ≥50 years and other screening tests should only be used in cases of unavailability or patient's unwillingness [11]. It
is estimated that in the USA the contribution of screening to the decline of CRC mortality in the examined population is greater than 50%, while the majority of CRC deaths are attributed to non-screening [12,13]. Recently, a Canadian study confirmed that undergoing a colonoscopy within the previous 10 years provides substantial protective benefit for average-risk individuals aged over 60 years [14].

Worldwide, there are different approaches towards CRC screening that can be summarized as either organized or opportunistic methods or not screening at all [15]. Greece is classified among the countries with an opportunistic screening approach delivered outside an organized screening program. However, colonoscopy is an acceptable method reimbursed by the National Health System for those willing to be screened.

The efficacy of screening depends on many parameters, but for a common disease the main parameter for a good test is the compliance of the population. Data concerning CRC screening in Greece are scarce. In a self-reported questionnaire among a sample of Greek primary care physicians, the rate of recommending CRC screening to their patients was very low, while the presence of a regular primary physician and knowledge of CRC risks were very important discriminators influencing screening status [16,17]. In addition, financial considerations can be a significant barrier to screening [18]. In the USA, endoscopic CRC screening has increased during the last decade in the higher socioeconomic group, while this is not the case for those with low educational and socioeconomic level [19]. However, there are data showing that physicians (as patients) are less likely than the general population to adhere to specific guidelines [20].

The aim of our study was to examine whether a population supposed to be aware of the CRC problem had had any type of CRC screening. In this setting, we aimed to assess the particular place of colonoscopy and to compare characteristics between those who participated in the screening procedures and those who did not.

Patients and methods

This cross-sectional study was conducted during a three-month period (September-November 2014). The targeted population was the staff aged more than 50 years of a tertiary hospital, the “Alexandra” University Hospital. The list of employees was provided by the hospital personnel office after approval of the protocol by the local Scientific and Ethical committee and with the final permission of the Hospital Board. An anonymous questionnaire (AQ) was distributed on a personal basis and each person receiving the AQ was marked on the list. The AQS were collected in a ballot box and a second mark was added beside the same name on the list when an employee dropped the AQ in the box.

Questionnaire

To evaluate whether the population under evaluation had different characteristics influencing its preference to be screened for CRC or not, we developed a questionnaire which consisted of two parts: 1) asking for demographic characteristics, educational level, professional activities, as well as medical history information; and 2) evaluating whether the patient participated in screening programs for common diseases. This second part had an additional section addressing questions separately for performing screening tests specific to men and women. A special part asked if the person has had CRC screening, as well as the screening method used, and finally for those who did not have a colonoscopy the reasons for this declination. All subjects were asked if they planned to have a colonoscopy in the future. The questionnaire was written in Greek and printed on two sides of an A4 sheet. It was decided to make the survey anonymous in order to ease and encourage most of the working personnel in the hospital to participate.

Statistical analysis

Statistical comparisons were performed between subjects who had undergone a screening colonoscopy and those who had not, as well as between individuals who were willing or not to undergo a screening colonoscopy in the future. Dichotomous variables were compared using the χ²-test and continuous variables using the independent t-test. Multivariate analyses were performed with the use of logistic regression to identify predictor variables for subjects who performed a screening colonoscopy and for those who were willing to perform it in the future. In the initial univariate analysis, a threshold of P<0.1 (because of the risk of developing a type 2 error due to low statistical power in such an analysis) was used to identify candidate variables for inclusion in the final model. All covariates included in the final models were tested for interactions with each other. Because the tolerance values for each covariate were less than 0.5, no correction for the collinearity of data was necessary. In the final multivariate analysis, statistical significance was achieved if P was <0.05. The Statistical Package for Social Science, version 23.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA), was used for the statistical analyses.

Results

Three hundred seventy employees older than 50 years were found on the administrative list. This list included employees in a pre-retirement period or on long sick leave and therefore impossible to reach. Two hundred eighty-seven active employees finally collected an AQ and 237 (83%) dropped it in the “ballot box”. The group consisted of 81 men and 156 women. The mean age was 55±4 (50-67) years; 59% of the population were in the range 50-55 years. Divided by profession, they consisted of 30% physicians, 43% nurses and 27% administrative employees, technical workers and other subspecialties. Thirty-six percent were smokers, 64% did not drink at all or drank occasionally, 43% consumed red meat...
more than twice per week, while 17% reported regular use of aspirin or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.

Overall, 70 (30%) reported having undergone colonoscopy (37% of men vs. 26% of women, P=0.073). Thirty-nine (56%) of the 70 persons who had undergone colonoscopy responded that this was for preventive reasons, while only 1 was tested with a fecal occult blood test and performed an additional CT-colonography. Those results led to a total of 17.0% (40 patients) who had undergone CRC screening with any method, while colonoscopy was the strong preference of this population as CRC screening method.

Cholesterol and triglycerides were evaluated at least once by 88% of the population, blood glucose by 83%, while 87% had a measurement of their arterial pressure. Among women, 97% had a Pap-smear, 92% a mammography and 51% a breast ultrasound, while 83% of males had been tested for serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA). There was no statistical difference between men and women for the common tests.

The main characteristics of those who had undergone a screening colonoscopy or not are summarized in Table 1. In the univariate analysis, the parameters with a positive influence on the performance of screening colonoscopy in the past were age (P=0.003), male sex (P=0.009), alcohol consumption (P=0.026) and university education (P=0.001). It is notable that 70 of the 87 (81%) subjects with a university education were physicians (Table 1). The aforementioned variables were included in the multivariate logistic regression analysis (Table 2). The only significant independent predictor for undergoing screening colonoscopy was university education (OR 2.488, 95%CI 1.096-5.648; P=0.029).

The 167 subjects who had never undergone a colonoscopy (70%) answered the part of the questionnaire concerning the reasons why they had not undergone screening. Twenty-seven percent of them reported that they were unaware of the need to be screened for CRC. Other reasons for not undergoing colonoscopy were fear (17%), shame (10%), indifference (16%), other priorities (23%) and other (7%). Fear and shame were more prevalent among women, while more men were indifferent, and stated that they had "other priorities" and they "didn't know". There were no statistical differences between men and women regarding the reasons leading them not to undergo a screening colonoscopy (Fig. 1). Among the 39 screening colonoscopies, 12 polyps (31%) and no CRC were found, while the 31 colonoscopies performed for non-preventive reasons found 9 polyps (29%) and 2 CRCs (6%).

All subjects completed the question regarding a possible future colonoscopy. One hundred sixty-two answered positively (68%). The main characteristics of those who were willing to undergo a screening colonoscopy or not are summarized in Table 3. In the univariate analysis, the parameters with a positive influence on the performance of a future screening colonoscopy were age (P=0.021), university education (P=0.001), being a physician (P<0.001) and having had a screening colonoscopy in the past (P<0.001). Concerning the reasons for not performing colonoscopy in the past and the attitude to a future colonoscopy, indifference (P=0.003) and the fact that "I didn't know about it" (P=0.015) were negatively associated, whereas the fact that "I knew about it but I had other priorities" (P=0.002) was positively associated with the possibility of performing a future colonoscopy. Among the 39 screening colonoscopies, 36 (92%) answered positively regarding a future colonoscopy (2 negatively and 1 did not answer), while among the 31 colonoscopies performed for non-preventive reasons only 21 (68%) answered positively (6 negatively and 3 did not answer), the latter group responding similarly to the average population. Twenty-four percent of those who answered positively concerning a future colonoscopy had a screening colonoscopy while only 1% with a past screening colonoscopy answered negatively regarding a future colonoscopy (Table 3).

In the multivariate logistic regression analysis of factors associated with the performance of screening colonoscopy answered negatively regarding a future colonoscopy (2 negatively and 1 did not answer), while among the 31 colonoscopies performed for non-preventive reasons only 21 (68%) answered positively (6 negatively and 3 did not answer), the latter group responding similarly to the average population. Twenty-four percent of those who answered positively concerning a future colonoscopy had a screening colonoscopy while only 1% with a past screening colonoscopy answered negatively regarding a future colonoscopy (Table 3).

In the multivariate logistic regression analysis of factors associated with the performance of a future screening colonoscopy among subjects who had not undergone colonoscopy in the past, independent predictors were ignorance of the need for CRC screening (OR 0.360, 95%CI 0.150-0.867;
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P=0.023) and indifference to undergo such a procedure (OR 0.188, 95%CI 0.066-0.537; P=0.002) (Table 4).

Discussion

The population included in our study does not represent a typical sample of the Greek population. Instead, we studied a specific population with characteristics expected to positively influence a predilection for CRC screening and the practice of screening colonoscopy in particular. This sample consisted of employees in a tertiary hospital where screening colonoscopy under conscious sedation has been practiced for many years. The large majority among them are physicians or nurses, who are consequently aware of the dangers of CRC and of the screening methods applied for its prevention. In addition, our hospital operates two big university clinics, an oncology and a gynecology-oncology clinic, which occupy a large part of the personnel, thus rendering the familiarity with screening programs even more powerful. The age was appropriate for the initiation of CRC screening (50-67 years), with more than half in the range of 50-55 years. A large percentage (83%) agreed to complete the AQ and drop it into the “ballot box”.

In a 2-year study (2009-10) conducted in a semi-rural area in central Greece, 6536 subjects aged 45-80 years were called after intense advertisement to participate in a free screening colonoscopy program. Only 402 (6.2%) responded positively to this call and underwent colonoscopy (data published on the internet site of the Hellenic Foundation of Gastroenterology and Nutrition, Patentos Study, eligast.gr). In our population, 17% had undergone CRC screening, all but 1 with colonoscopy. This is much better than the above mentioned disappointing percentage in Central Greece, but it remains low for a very sensitive and informed population, far below the minimum 45% and the desirable 65% recommended by the European Commission [21]. Surprisingly, a large percentage reported that they did not know that they had to undergo a CRC screening test after the age of 50 (24%), 12% among them were physicians. Comparatively, almost all women (97%) had had a Pap-smear and a substantial percentage (93%) one or two tests for breast cancer. In addition 83% of men had performed a PSA blood level examination, a test much less well validated for prostatic cancer than the screening tests for CRC. However, no statistically significant difference was found between the sexes for any specific reason

Table 3 Baseline characteristics of the study population according to the decision to perform a future screening colonoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Future colonoscopy (yes)</th>
<th>Future colonoscopy (no)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age±SD (years)</td>
<td>56±5</td>
<td>54±4</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex (%)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI±SD (kg/m²)</td>
<td>27±6</td>
<td>27±4</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking (%)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (%)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University education (%)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians (%)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening colonoscopy in the past (%)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI, body mass index; SD, standard deviation

Figure 1 Schematic representation of reported reasons among those who had not undergone colorectal cancer (CRC) screening (%): 27% reported that they were “unaware” of the need to be screened for CRC. Other reasons were “fear” (17%), “shame” (10%), “indifference” (16%), “other priorities” (23%) and “other” (7%). Fear and shame were more prevalent among women, while more men were indifferent, and stated that they had “other priorities” or that they “didn’t know”. However, no statistically significant difference was found between the sexes for any specific reason.

An additional advantage of our population was that all were living in the same big city. Living in a rural area or not could influence access to CRC screening, probably reflecting the great diversities among different health systems [24,25]. Non-insurance, cost and general lack of access to health care were reported as main reasons for non-access to CRC screening [26,27]. None of the abovementioned reasons was valid for our population. A university education was the only significant independent predictor for undergoing screening colonoscopy in the multivariate logistic regression analysis.
Education has also been found to be an important factor influencing CRC screening in several studies: the lower the education level the lower the participation [28-30]. Income was not measured directly, but because all the participants were employees we can deduce with considerable accuracy that the higher the education, the higher the income. Age and male sex were found in the univariate analysis to be important factors influencing screening colonoscopy. Older people (>65 years) are more likely to undergo CRC screening both in the USA and in Europe [31,32]. In our population, most patients were aged between 50-55 years. However, this tendency for older individuals to have undergone screening colonoscopy more often than younger was reproduced in our study. Male sex was also found to be a predictive factor for CRC screening in other studies, but less often than age [33,34]. We have no satisfactory explanation for our finding: for example physicians and persons with higher education were equally distributed as to sex. In addition, because almost all women had had a Pap-test and screening for breast cancer, we would expect that there would be no sex-related difference; however, this was not the case.

Interpretation of individual or collective behaviors for subjects participating or not in screening programs is a difficult and sometimes slippery task. Different strategies to make screening more attractive have been used with mixed results. In a meta-analysis examining the effectiveness of approaches for improving adherence to adult immunization and cancer screening, organizational change interventions were the most potent to achieve the best results [35]. Many speculations have been formulated concerning either the reasons for non-participation or the methods of attracting people into CRC screening and screening colonoscopy in particular. For example, different types of financial incentives seem not to improve CRC screening participation, unlike the screening uptake for other cancers [36,37].

In our study, among those who had never undergone a colonoscopy 27% reported that they were unaware that CRC screening should be performed after the age of 50. This percentage was lower than that previously reported even among previously screened populations, probably reflecting the high level of information on medical subjects among our population as a result of their working environment [17]. All subjects were questioned about their willingness to perform a future colonoscopy. Age, university education, being a physician and having had a screening colonoscopy in the past positively influenced the decision for a future screening colonoscopy in the univariate analysis. Among subjects who had not undergone colonoscopy, ignorance of and indifference to perform a CRC screening colonoscopy were negatively associated with a future colonoscopy in the multivariate logistic regression analysis.

In the USA, the prevalence of CRC screening has increased since 2000. This was due almost exclusively to an increase in colonoscopies, which tripled during the past decade from 19% to 55% [38,39]. Patients with previous experience of colorectal screening preferred future screening, although patients who should be very motivated, such as those with previously detected adenoma, were not always compliant with follow-up colonoscopy [40,41].

In our study, those who had had a screening colonoscopy were much more positive about a future colonoscopy (92%), while among those who had had a colonoscopy for non-preventive reasons the willingness to undergo another procedure reached only the same percentage as in the overall population (68%). Although there are no data to explain this behavior, it probably reflects the differences between those who have the willingness and the conviction to engage in prevention and those who have not. This underlines the need for better promotion in order to spotlight the benefits of CRC screening and to motivate people to enter screening programs. In addition, a previous non-negative experience should help maintain the motivation to be screened for CRC, but we have no data to support this. Interestingly, in a Greek study addressing a questionnaire to medical students in their fourth study year, only 69% considered CRC as an important public health problem, 85% would prefer a method other than colonoscopy for screening, and 53% believed that colonoscopy is painful [42]. These results, combined with ours from informed adults over 50 years old, underpin the need for better education about CRC as a public health problem and the usefulness of CRC screening as part of the very basic phase of physicians’ studies, as well as a policy promoting painless colonoscopy.

In summary, in our cross-sectional study of a specific population older than 50 years, working in a tertiary hospital, we found that a non-negligible percentage declared that they were not aware of the need for CRC screening, which was practiced much less than screening for other common diseases or cancers. However, among the screened population almost all had preferred colonoscopy as screening method. Education was the most important factor influencing willingness to undergo CRC screening. Ignorance and indifference to the CRC risks were the major obstacles to a future screening colonoscopy, while experience with a previous colonoscopy facilitated the decision for a future screening colonoscopy. Further studies aiming to effectively intervene in modifiable behavioral factors must be undertaken in order to make CRC screening and colonoscopy more attractive to populations who are ignorant of or indifferent to the dangers of CRC.

---

**Table 4** Multivariate logistic regression analysis of factors associated with the performance of future screening colonoscopy in subjects who had not previously undergone colonoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.019 (0.929-1.118)</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University education</td>
<td>2.190 (0.893-5.371)</td>
<td>2.936</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects “didn’t know”</td>
<td>0.360 (0.150-0.867)</td>
<td>5.195</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects were “indifferent”</td>
<td>0.188 (0.066-0.537)</td>
<td>9.719</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects had “other priorities”</td>
<td>1.839 (0.626-5.403)</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>0.268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval*
Summary Box

What is already known:

- Colorectal cancer (CRC) screening substantially reduces mortality
- Implementation of CRC screening is suboptimal, even in well-organized societies
- Screening for other cancers shows better compliance compared to CRC
- Decisions about screening and adherence to screening programs are multifactorial

What the new findings are:

- CRC screening is much less well implemented in a well-informed Greek population compared to screening for other cancer and common diseases
- Education is the major factor influencing decisions about CRC screening
- Colonoscopy is the preferred screening method in this population
- Ignorance and indifference to CRC risks are the major barriers to a future screening colonoscopy
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